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We present a model of weak scale dark matter (DM) where the thermal DM density is set by the lepton

asymmetry due to the presence of higher dimension lepton violating operators. In these models there is

generically a separation between the annihilation cross section responsible for the relic abundance

(through lepton violating operators) and the annihilation cross section that is relevant for the indirect

detection of DM (through lepton preserving operators). This implies a perceived boost in the annihilation

cross section in the Galaxy today relative to that derived for canonical thermal freeze-out, giving a natural

explanation for the observed cosmic ray electron and positron excesses, without resorting to a Sommerfeld

enhancement. These models motivate continued searches for DM with apparently nonthermal annihilation

cross sections. The DM may also play a role in radiatively generating Majorana neutrino masses.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.104.101301 PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 11.30.Fs, 12.60.�i, 98.80.Cq

In recent decades a canonical model for dark matter

(DM) utilizing the existence of weakly interacting massive

particles (WIMPs) has emerged. In models which stabilize

the Higgs boson mass at the electroweak scale, the lightest

of the new states introduced in these theories is often

‘‘accidentally’’ stable due to a symmetry which is imposed

for other reasons, such as R parity. The observed DM

density, set by thermal freeze-out, determines the cross

section to annihilate to standard model (SM) fields to be

a value typical of weak scale physics, h�vi ’ 3�
10�26 cm3=s. Within the paradigm of these models,

many phenomenological expectations have been fixed,

including the annihilation modes to the SM interaction

channels with corresponding rates for indirect detection

in the Galaxy today.

However, the phenomenological successes of thermal

WIMP DM can be preserved in other paradigms. For

example, the lepton or baryon asymmetry may set the

DM density [1]. In these so called asymmetric dark matter

(ADM) models [2], DM in the GeV-TeV mass scale range

naturally generates the observed relic abundance without

standard thermal freeze-out. When the DM from these

models is hidden (i.e., it carries no SM charges) [2], its

interactions with the SM fields may be set by interactions

with new messengers (as in a hidden valley [3]) rather than

with the SM electroweak fields or their superpartners. And

since the DM density is set by the lepton or baryon asym-

metry, the SM-DM interactions are typically leptophilic or

baryophilic, respectively. In addition, because the relic

density is not set by the usual thermal freeze-out calcula-

tion, the relation between the DM density and the annihi-

lation cross sections relevant for the indirect observation of

the DM today is modified.

Recent observations provide additional motivation for

studying these models. An excess in cosmic ray positron

and electron signals over the expected background as

observed by AMS-01 [4], HEAT [5], PPB-BETS [6],

PAMELA [7], Fermi [8] and ATIC [9] may be a signal of

annihilating DM. The annihilation cross section needed to

produce these signals is nonthermal, a factor �10–1000
(depending on DM mass and astrophysical boost factor)

larger than the thermal annihilation cross section [10,11].

Annihilation predominantly to leptons is preferred both by

the shape of the PAMELA signal and the lack of excess in

the antiproton data [12]. These facts appear to disfavor an

explanation utilizing a canonical neutralino (though when

combined with an astrophysical flux, it may be obtained

[13]). One possibility is to introduce new GeV scale par-

ticles [14]. These light states mediate a Sommerfeld en-

hancement [15], implying boosted annihilation in the halo

today, while also acting as intermediate final states, thereby

providing kinematic constraints on the allowed SM parti-

cles produced from DM annihilations.

In this Letter we provide a simple paradigm which gives

rise to both boosted and leptophilic annihilation of DM,

involving neither Sommerfeld enhancements nor new GeV

mass states. When the DM relic density is set by the lepton

asymmetry, the annihilation modes are naturally lepto-

philic. Additionally, this density is derived using lepton

number (L) violating operators that transfer the asymme-

try, and not the L-preserving operators which lead to a

signal for indirect detection experiments (such as

PAMELA and Fermi) at low temperatures [16]. Though

these models can provide a unique explanation for the

cosmic ray excesses, their interest extends beyond this

application.

We begin by outlining the general features of this class

of models and then turn to constructing a simple model for

illustration. An initial lepton asymmetry is generated at

temperatures well above the electroweak scale. We are

agnostic about the source of this asymmetry for the pur-

poses of this Letter. Lepton number violating operators,

which connect the SM leptons to dark sector fields, transfer

the lepton asymmetry to the dark sector. As in all models of

ADM, these operators relate the DM number density to the

lepton, and therefore baryon, density,
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ðnX � n �XÞ � ðn‘ � n �‘Þ � ðnb � n �bÞ; (1)

where the exact proportions are Oð1Þ and are determined

by the particular operator transferring the asymmetries,

and (nX � n �X), (n‘ � n �‘) and (nb � n �b) are the asymme-

tries in the DM (X), leptons and baryons, respectively. As a

result mX � �DM

�b
mp, where mX is the DM mass, mp is the

proton mass, �DM is the DM relic density, and �b is the

baryon density of the universe. This relation implies a DM

mass mX ’ 5 GeV. Though the size of this mass is phe-

nomenologically viable, it does not directly link the DM

sector to the new physics which stabilizes the weak scale.

If the L-violating operators which transfer the asymme-

try have not decoupled as the DM becomes nonrelativistic,

there is a Boltzmann suppression of the DM asymmetry

(see [19,20] for a more detailed discussion)

ðnX � n �XÞ � ðn‘ � n �‘Þe
�mX=Td ; (2)

where Td is the temperature at which the L-violating
operators decouple. This implies that the DM mass can

be much larger [21]

mX ¼
45

29

1

NX

fð0Þ

fðmX=TdÞ

�DM

�b

mp; (3)

where NX is the number of DM families and fðxÞ is the

Boltzmann suppression factor given by

fðxÞ ¼
1

4�2

Z 1

0

y2dy

cosh2ð1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

y2 þ x2
p

Þ
: (4)

The decoupling temperature, Td, is naturally at the elec-

troweak scale if the corresponding higher dimensional

operators are TeV scale suppressed. Once these

L-violating operators decouple, the asymmetric DM den-

sity is frozen in.

Although the L-violating interactions have frozen out,

L-preserving interactions are expected to remain in ther-

mal equilibrium to lower temperatures. This is particularly

natural if the L-violating operators are generated by a

combination of the L-preserving interactions and an op-

erator which introduces a small amount of L violation into

the theory. While the L-preserving operators may be in

thermal equilibrium longer than the resulting L-violating
interactions, they do not change the relic DM density,

which will be dominantly composed of �X’s with essentially
no X’s.

If the asymmetry in the DM persisted until today, there

would be no indirect detection signal from X� �X annihi-

lation. If, however, there is a small violation of DM number

in the dark sector, as may result from a small DMMajorana

mass, X � �X oscillations will erase the asymmetry with-

out reducing the relic density, giving rise to a signal for

indirect detection experiments from �XX ! ‘þ‘�. In some

cases the hidden sector may be more complicated, and four

lepton final states may also result, e.g., �XX ! ‘þ‘�‘þ‘�.
Since this L-preserving interaction is expected to be

stronger than the L-violating operator which set the asym-

metry, the associated annihilation cross section may be

large enough to generate the cosmic ray positron excesses.

There are many models which exhibit the generic fea-

tures described above. The rest of the Letter is devoted to

an illustrative toy model which reproduces this scenario.

Consider the L-violating interaction (from [2])

L asym ¼
1

M04
ij

�X2ðLiHÞðLjHÞ þ H:c:; (5)

where L is the lepton doublet, H is the SM Higgs doublet

andM0 is a new L-violating mass scale. This term mediates
�X �X $ �� �� , thereby transferring the lepton asymmetry to

an X� �X asymmetry. Consider in addition the

L-preserving interaction

L sym ¼
1

M2
ij

�XX �LiLj þ H:c:; (6)

whereM is a new L-preserving mass scale, which mediates
�XX $ ‘þ‘�, ���. A UV completion of these operators is

L 3 yiLiH
0 �X �

�0

2
ðHyH0Þ2 þ H:c:; (7)

where H0 is a new Higgs doublet. There is a Z2 symmetry

under which X, �X, and H0 are charged, which is unbroken

for hH0i ¼ 0. This symmetry ensures that the lightest Z2

odd state, which we take to be �X, is stable. Upon integrat-

ing out H0, the effective scale of L violation [Eq. (5)] is

M04
ij ¼ m4

H0=ðyiyj�
0Þ, and the scale of the L-preserving

operator [Eq. (6)] is M2
ij ¼ m2

H0=ðyiyjÞ. Also note that

while the model with NX ¼ 1 does not violate L, it does
violate any two of electron number, muon number and tau

number due to the first interaction in Eq. (7). For weak

scale parameters and assuming that yi ¼ y ’ 1, the rate for
� ! e� is �15 orders of magnitude above the current

bound. One way to avoid this bound is to assume a hier-

archy of Oð10�8Þ between the first two generations of yi
couplings. For NX ¼ 3 the interactions are expanded to

L ¼ yijLiH
0 �Xj þmi

X
�XiXi: (8)

For a generic yij matrix, the same large rates for � ! e�

are present as described above for NX ¼ 1. If yij ¼

diagðy1; y2; y3Þ in this basis (where mX is diagonal), con-

tributions to � ! e� vanish.

The �0 term is present in Eq. (7) to break a globalUð1ÞX,
under which X, �X, and H0 are charged so that an X
asymmetric operator such as Eq. (5) can arise. For M and

M0 at or above the electroweak scale and �0 < 1, ðM02
ij Þ *

ðvMijÞ, implying that the L-violating operators decouple

first (v � hHi). The annihilations through the operator in

Eq. (6) [and Eq. (12) below] give rise to larger cross

sections than through Eq. (5). The smaller cross section

from the L-violating operators set the DM asymmetry, and

hence its relic density.

From Eq. (3), mX=Td � 5–8 for mX � 100–1000 GeV
(note there is only logarithmic sensitivity to mX). Then
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usingHðTdÞ ¼ n �Xh�asymvi to set the L-violating cross sec-

tion yields �0 ¼ 2� 10�4 formX ¼ 500 GeV, NX¼1 and

y¼1, or equivalently M0’5TeVðmX=500GeVÞ
3=8N1=8

X .

For reference we include the zero temperature result for

the asymmetric annihilation �X �X $ �� ��

h�asymvi ¼
1

16�

v4m2
X

M08
; (9)

which results in an Oð20%Þ error when calculating M0.

The symmetric annihilation �XX $ ‘þ‘�, ��� through

Eq. (6) with cross section

h�symvi ¼
1

8�

m2
X

M4
ij

; (10)

will typically freeze-out at a temperature lower then Td.

These annihilations do not affect the relic density, which is

set by the DM asymmetry.

As long as the DM density is asymmetric, there will be

no indirect signals for DM in the Universe today. However,

a small Majorana mass mM term,

LM ¼ mM
�X �X; (11)

will induce X � �X oscillations which erase the DM asym-

metry and give rise to X � �X annihilation signals in the

Universe today. For mX ¼ 500 GeV and M ¼
300–600 GeV (corresponding to y ¼ 2–1 and mH0 ¼
600 GeV), h�symvi ¼ 10�23–10�24 cm3=s which is the

size required to generate the PAMELA and Fermi signals.

One can also generate four lepton final states in this

model with only a minor modification. For example the

Dirac mass term, mX
�XX, could result from the vacuum

expectation value (vev) of a new singlet scalar (�) and the

interaction

L X ¼ �X� �XX; (12)

where mX � �Xh�i. Assuming � has no direct couplings

to the SM, its decays will occur exclusively to leptonic

final states through a one-loop diagram. Then the interac-

tions in Eq. (12) mediate annihilations to �XX ! �� !
‘þ‘�‘þ‘�. Note that we do not require kinematic restric-

tions to force � to decay to leptonic final states.

There is a cosmological restriction on the X Majorana

mass—to preserve the relic density, we require that no

annihilations recouple when the X� �X oscillations com-

mence. Otherwise the relic density would be reduced to the

(small) thermal value set by the symmetric processes.

Quantitatively, the symmetric ‘‘no-recoupling’’ tempera-

ture (Tnr), defined by

nasymðTnrÞ

2
h�symvi ¼ HðTnrÞ; (13)

must be greater than the temperature when oscillations

begin (Tosc):

HðTnrÞ * HðToscÞ �mM: (14)

For the no-recoupling relation, we have taken equal

parts �X and X from oscillations at Tnr, and nasym is the

relic DM density set by asymmetric annihilations. Using

Eq. (3) to find nasymðTnrÞ and Eq. (10) we find Tnr ’

0:8 GeVg�1=2
� ð10�23 cm3=s=h�aviÞ for mX ¼ 500 GeV.

Then Eq. (14) implies mM & Oð10�14–10�20 GeVÞ for

h�symvi �Oð10�26–10�23 cm3=sÞ. This very small mass

is natural since X effectively carries lepton number, an

unbroken global symmetry in the absence of Majorana

neutrino masses. Then the presence of Majorana neutrino

masses induces an X Majorana mass:

mM �
1

16�2
y2�0v2

m�

m2
H00

�Oð10�18 GeVÞ; (15)

where the last relation is for the parameters described

above Eq. (9). This is a small enough Majorana mass that

no wash out occurs for h�symvi & 10�24 cm3=s. Also note

that since we are assuming instantaneous oscillations, even

whenmM is at the upper bound of the constraint implied by

Eq. (14) there will only be an Oð1Þ change in the DM relic

density. Thus for the symmetric annihilation cross sections

of interest here, Majorana neutrino masses are often con-

sistent with the no-recoupling condition. Models with mass

varying neutrinos [22] or where the neutrinos are Dirac

will weaken this or eliminate this constraint.

The constraints from neutrino masses also do not apply

if the XMajorana mass inducesMajorana neutrino masses.

If the X Majorana mass results from the vev of a sub-GeV

scalar field (S), from the interaction

LM ¼ ��	S �X�
�X	; (16)

and the scalar field only obtains a vev at T < Tnr, the

Majorana mass (ðmMÞ�	 � ��	hSi) can be arbitrarily large

without reducing the DM number density. In this case, the

neutrino mass is generated at one-loop [23]:

ðm�Þij ¼ yi�yj	
�0

16�2
v2

ðmMÞ�	

m2
H00

; (17)

where we have taken NX ¼ 3. Since one must assume that

yij is flavor diagonal to avoid lepton flavor violating de-

cays, the flavor and CP violation in the neutrino sector

result from the structure of the X Majorana mass matrix.

The parameters y�Oð1Þ, �0 �Oð10�4Þ and mH00 �
Oð600 GeVÞ require mM �Oð10�5 GeVÞ to achieve

m� �Oð10�2 eVÞ. The off-diagonal entries in mM lead

to � ! e� but for these parameters the constraint is

satisfied.

One might worry that the interaction in Eq. (16) could

wash out the X asymmetry through, e.g., �X �X $ SS pro-

cesses. The X asymmetry is safe from wash out provided

this process decouples above Td, which happens for small

Uð1ÞX violation, � & Oð10�3Þ. The phase transition to the

vacuum with a nonzero vev for S obtains if either the

temperature drops below the critical temperature associ-

ated with the S potential or the S particles decay. S decays
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to two neutrinos via a one-loop diagram with rate

�S�decay �Oð10�22 GeVÞ for the parameters discussed

above and mS ’ 10 MeV. The decay happens just after S
becomes nonrelativistic but before big bang nucleosynthe-

sis, avoiding any cosmological problems .

This model does not possess any DM-nucleon couplings

at tree level. However, the operator in Eq. (6) induces an

effective magnetic dipole moment for the DM when cou-

pling a photon to the lepton loop. This leads to a direct

detection cross section for X scattering off of a nucleon

(see [2] and the references therein for details)

�dd ’ 2� 10�46 cm2

�
Z=A

0:4

�
2
�
600 GeV

mH0�=y

�
4

: (18)

This will be a signal for the next generation of experiments.

To conclude, relating the lepton asymmetry to the DM

density implies a novel mechanism for obtaining both

leptophilic DM and a separation between the freeze-out

and present day annihilation cross sections. In these mod-

els, L-violating operators which transfer the lepton asym-

metry set the DM density, while related L-preserving
operators set the rates for annihilation in indirect detection

experiments (such as PAMELA and Fermi). The smaller

L-violating cross sections set the relic density, while al-

lowing for large cross sections for indirect detection ex-

periments through the L-preserving operators. If DM of

this type is responsible for the cosmic ray anomalies, then

it will be observed in the next generation of direct detection

experiments. Nonminimal versions of the model can gen-

erate the SM neutrino masses and mixings at one loop.

Such classes of asymmetric dark matter will continue to be

important for both model building and experimental

searches for DM in the Galaxy today.
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